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Soul service, no bull
Real devotion, indeed passion, maybe obsession, when combined with
hard work deserves reward, in any field.
I read an article in the weekend paper titled ‘Soul Service’ about the
singing sisters, Vika and Linda Bull, describing their YouTube singing
appearances, Sunday Sing Songs.
What caught my imagination, and in some small way, my ideal form
of teamwork was these two descriptive paragraphs in the newspaper:
“...A couple of weeks into the Sunday Sing Song routine, the
barefooted sisters sat at Linda’s kitchen table to perform a remarkable
a capella reading of Amazing Grace for Review’s isolation room
video series.
“…Across three minutes their empathy, physicality and shared eye
contact were on full display after taking one verse each, they lifted off
in harmony together and scaled wicked heights in the hymn’s second
half, prompting goosebumps, tears and gratitude from tens of
thousands of viewers.”
A good to great bowls team / side might have parallel related features
to this sister team.
Then I thought after reading this article, why not at least listen to the
Bull sisters YouTube Sunday Sing Songs. So while preparing an evening
meal I found the clips.
First I listened to two clips then, with dinner nearly all but prepared, I
clicked onto the clip featuring Amazing Grace as it was reported to be
remarkable.
It was so so bloody good my eyes watered, yeah goosebumps, two
talents teaming together in total resonance, total bliss, total ecstasy.I was
pumped.An outstanding example of a truly great team.
Readers, please go and listen to their clip of this song, amazing, really
amazing. Revel in the beauty of the voices.
Listen and learn the lessons of each player, performer, contributing to
what is a great team.
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